
Robert Juliat SpotMe wins PLASA 2018 Award for Innovation

Robert Juliat wins PLASA 2018 Award for
Innovation for its unique SpotMe followspot
tracking system.

 

 Robert Juliat is thrilled to have been awarded a prestigious PLASA Award for Innovation for its SpotMea
creative tracking system that works in association with followspots. The Innovation Awards took place at the
PLASA London show last week amid huge competition, with 47 entries and only 8 Awards at stake.

SpotMe isRobert Juliat’s bespoke, 3D tracking system for followspots and the only performer tracking system to
be driven via a real followspot. The SpotMe system communicates the X, Y, Z positions and the beam size
parameters to the console. All parameters are then used by the console to control any automated or static lights,
and coordinate stage lighting to follow performers, without the need for on-stage/performer sensors or cameras.
It is a unique bolt-on system that can be added to existing followspots without the need to invest in complete
new systems.

The judges considered SpotMe worthy of an Innovation Award because of ‘the approach Robert Juliat has taken
to followspot tracking using an open protocol to provide position data to, not just lighting, but also audio or video
systems,’ and also that it was notable for ‘being a bolt-on unit rather than a replacement device.’

SpotMe is a genuine and unique solution which combines high-technology and human control over the lighting
design and operation at the same time. With SpotMe, the technology serves designers and operators with a
special care for the artistic aspects.

Its innovative system uses advanced algorithms and calibration to interpret information sent from its onboard
sensors to communicate with any console or devices using PosiStageNet protocol. The console or device can
then coordinate the identical movements of other fixtures in the rig, even conventional fixtures with no feed back
capability.

In addition, SpotMe can be used to set limits to avoid light spill into scenic or public areas, while iris movements
can be converted into any other function, such as control of the beam size. Quick and simple to set up and
operate, SpotMe has universal application that can be used anywhere in the world.

“We are delighted to have been given this Award by a panel of judges who are peers of the
industry,” says Robert Juliat product manager, Ludwig Lepage. “It is an acknowledgement that,
amid the high level of expertise that exists within our industry, Robert Juliat is still recognised as the
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leader in followspot development for almost 100 years.”

“To have SpotMe acknowledged as the best product of its type amid strong market competition means a great
deal to us,” adds Robert Juliat managing director, François Juliat, “and shows Robert Juliat continues to deliver
the best for our customers, present and future.”

SpotMe drew huge attention on the stand as it was demonstrated in conjunction with RJ’s Oz 600W LED long-
throw followspot. The highly efficient LED source ensures Oz and Alice, its short-throw equivalent, deliver a
punch equal to that of conventional 1200W discharge models, at a fraction of the power consumption. The
SpotMe system is compatible with all Robert Juliat followspots from the Touring, Grand and Compact ranges.

Continuing on the awards front, Robert Juliat was a proud supporter of the 11th Knight of Illumination Awards
which took place at the Eventim Apollo, Hammersmith on the first day of the show. Robert Juliat sponsored the
Robert Juliat Award for Opera which was won by Fabiana Piccioli for Eugene Oneginat Scottish Opera.Robert
Juliat would like to congratulate Fabiano, and all the worthy KOI winners and nominees that make our industry
such a hive of creativity.

For more information on Robert Juliat’s full portfolio of lighting fixtures, visit the Robert Juliat website: 
www.robertjuliat.com
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